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Credit(s) earned on completion of this course will be reported to AIA CES 
for AIA members. Certificates of Completion for both AIA members and 
non-AIA members are available upon request.

This course is registered with AIA CES for continuing professional 
education. As such, it does not include content that may be deemed or 
construed to be an approval or endorsement by the AIA of any material of 
construction or any method or manner of
handling, using, distributing, or dealing in any material or product.
___________________________________________

Questions related to specific materials, methods, and services will be addressed at the conclusion of this 
presentation.



Our mission is to provide an inclusive and open environment for professional and personal growth by offering
community, mentorship, and knowledge sharing. We are a feminist organization, believing in the equality of the sexes,
and strive to promote and encourage this in the lighting industry. WILD connects and supports our members,
convening for discussions on topics such as professional growth, workplace sexism, financial health and parental
planning, as well as supporting charitable causes. Some events are open to men to help further understanding of
current issues, to broaden perspectives, and to inspire engagement in the process. These are not simply women’s
issues, but are problems that affect the entire community. We acknowledge the struggles of our past while focusing on
how to build forward into the future.
We are WILD.

Growing from a need for community and networking opportunities in the lighting industry,
Women in Lighting + Design (WILD) began meeting casually in the 1990s. From small beginnings,
WILD has blossomed into an established organization with multiple chapters nationwide and a
burgeoning international presence.



Course Description

A panel discussion addressing the age old question; should art be lit in the same light 

conditions that the artist created the piece or should it be lit to look as good as it can? A 

panel made up of four diverse panelists from different backgrounds all currently involved 

with the lighting design around art will share opinions revolved around this question. We 

will explore the philosophy as well as the technical aspects of lighting pieces ranging 

from ancient to modern art.

This is an opinion based conversation where different lighting designers with different 

perspectives will discuss their methods for lighting art. The purpose of the panel is to 

spread knowledge and critical thinking when it comes to lighting ancient art vs modern 

art as well as art that is meant to be sold vs art that is meant to be preserved. The 

panelists will be posed questions that are meant to drive a discussion about the different 

ways to light art both technically and philosophically. This discussion will be presented in 

conjunction with Women in Lighting+Design.



Learning 

Objectives

1. Learn different design approaches for lighting art.

2. Discuss the collaborative process between Lighting Designer 

and artist.

3. Discuss different technical methods for lighting art. (Lamp 

types, control, color etc)

4. Discuss the advantages/disadvantages for lighting art for 

conservation vs. selling.
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Design



What is the most important aspect of lighting art?

Project: The Nelson Atkins Museum

Architect: Steven Holl Architects

Lighting Design: Renfro Design Group



How as a designer do you balance your vision of how something can be best lit with 

how the artist wants their piece viewed? 

Project: Fred Jones Jr. Museum of Art

Architect: Hugh Newell Jacobsen Architecture 

Lighting Design: Gordon Anson



What if the artist isn’t around to ask?

Project: Kimball Art Museum 

Architect: Louis Kahn

Lighting Design: Arup



Environment



How do your lighting techniques change if you are lighting a piece 

in a museum vs. a gallery? 

Project: Ringling Musuem of Art - Coville Glass Pavilion 

Architect: Lewis + Whitlock Architects

Lighting Design: Anita Jorgensen Lighting Design



Studio conditions vs display conditions: should the display lighting quality mimic the 

same lighting conditions that the piece was created under? 

Michael Porter Design Studio



Daytime vs nighttime viewing: should art be viewed under static 

lighting conditions? 

Project: Greek and Roman Art Court

Metropolitan Museum of Art  



Are there specific lighting control considerations for lighting art?

Project: Gone Seaport, Lobby Modernization

Architect: Swanke Hayden Connell

Lighting Design: Anita Jorgensen Lighting Design



Light Sources



Is it appropriate to use LEDs when lighting art? 

Project: Lygia Pape’s Tteia

Metropolitan Museum of Art



Is CRI important when choosing sources? 

Project: Bass Museum of Art

Architect: David Gauld Architect

Lighting Design: George Sexton Associates



Spots vs Wash: should art be evenly lit? 

National Archives Rotunda

Architect: John Russell Pope

Lighting Design: Available Light

Artist: Barry Faulkner



Color



What is true white light? 

Project: Joslyn Art Museum

Architect: Foster + Partners

Lighting Design: Hefferan Partnership 



Is color tuning (shifting color temperature) appropriate? 

Project: National Museum of the American Indian: Americans.

Designer: Studio Joseph

Lighting Design: Anita Jorgensen Lighting Design



If and when is it appropriate to use color (filters or RGB) on artwork? 

Project: Bass Museum of Art

Architect: David Gauld Architect

Lighting Design: George Sexton Associates 



Conservation



Museum of the American Revolution

Exhibit Design: Healy Kohler

Lighting Design: Available Light

What are some big considerations when lighting artwork for 

conservation? 



Jewelry at The Met

Metropolitan Museum of Art

When dealing with foot candle level requirements, does the 

source matter? 



Restrictions based on older light sources: how do you combat 

conservation requirements that are outdated? 

Gettysburg Cyclorama

Architect: LSC Design

Media Producer: Donna Lawrence Productions

Lighting Design: Available Light



Closing



What is the most bizarre requirement you’ve been given? 

Channel Center Garage

Architect: Spalding Tougias Architects Inc

Lighting Design: Available Light

Artist: Joanne Kaliontzis



Questions?



This concludes The American Institute of Architects 

Continuing Education Systems Course



Thank You!
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